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EXT. SCOTTISH HIGHLANDS - DAY

AERIAL VIEW

The camera soars high above an amazing green landscape in the 
Scottish Highlands. The colors are unusually rich and 
vibrant. It looks dreamlike, almost too fantastic to be 
real... maybe it isn’t. A female voice is speaking-

ALANA (O.S.)
I can’t shake this feeling, 
Julian... something has shifted. A 
storm is coming and they can’t see 
it.

There’s a GLITCH in the scene-

EXT. ALLEY - NIGHT

A man and woman walk intently through a trash-strewn alley in 
a messed up part of town. We follow from behind.

JULIAN is muscular and wears a cool tee-shirt,  tactical 
pants and chucks. ALANA is fit and petite, resembling Tomb 
Raider, in form-fitting shorts, tank-top and boots - they are 
on a mission.

JULIAN
I feel it, too - an acceleration.

A VAGRANT crouches oddly next to a dumpster as they pass by. 
His face is obscured by his black hoodie. His RED EYES watch 
them intently... too intently.

JULIAN (CONT’D)
If society crumbles, the Archons 
will go unrestrained in this 
dimension. Humanity won’t stand a 
chance...

Another GLITCH-

EXT. SCOTTISH COAST - CONTINUOUS

The camera continues to fly above dreamlike surroundings 
toward the Western Scottish coastline toward a series of 
islands across the glistening waters-

ALANA (O.S.)
We’re already stretched so thin. 
Without access to Basilea, I’m 
afraid our help won’t be enough 
this time.



JULIAN (O.S.)
I miss Columba... humans were so 
much more powerful then. The portal 
has to be reopened.

The camera flies toward a GREEN HILL in the distance 
overlooking the sea. A MAN sits on top with his back to us. 
GLITCH-

EXT. DINGY WAREHOUSE - CONTINUOUS

The camera sits at street level looking at the door to a 
broken-down warehouse building. Julian and Alana’s FEET step 
into frame and stop-

ALANA
That power still lies dormant deep 
inside... we can reawaken them.

Camera cranes up behind them as they look at each other 
revealing their faces-

JULIAN
We can activate their gifts, Alana, 
but they must still choose to use 
them.

They look toward the door and start forward-

CRASH! A VOICE from behind-

VOICE (O.C.)
You know better than to come into 
this part of the city. Why do you 
even bother with these pathetic 
humans?

Unshaken, Julian and Alana stop.

Behind them, the VAGRANT is now perched like a weird imp on 
top of the dumpster. His face is still obscured.

Julian and Alana turn calmly to face him-

JULIAN
We’ve come for Sylvia.

He looks up at them revealing a red beard and sharp features. 
His RED EYES simmer-

VAGRANT
Too late. She’s already been... 
broken.
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Alana lunges forward-

ALANA
Archon scum! Tell us where she is!

A CLANK from above halts her advance. A very GOTH GIRL sits 
on the edge of the rooftop, her legs dangle over the side, 
swinging back and forth-

GOTH GIRL
So demanding, Alana. Where’s your 
manners?

VAGRANT
Irin have no authority in our 
strongholds. Time for you to leave!

BANG! The door slams closed behind them. A LARGE PUNK fills 
the doorframe. Tension mounts-

JULIAN
You’re right.

The Vagrant smirks.

Julian looks at Alana. SMILES-

ALANA
It’s definitely time...

The Goth Girl’s legs stop swinging.

The Vagrant’s EYES GROW WIDE.

SLOMO - Julian throws a powerful back kick and blasts the 
Large Punk right through the door! They turn and walk inside.

The Vagrant’s EYES TURN BLACK. He draws a JAGGED 18” BLADE 
from his hoodie. In a SWIRL OF BLACK VAPOR, he speeds 
impossibly fast into-

THE WAREHOUSE

FAST-PACED, SUPERNATURAL FIGHTING ENSUES-

Julian continues to walk but spins to face his attacker. He 
moves backwards, gracefully dodging every slash of the 
Vagrant’s vicious blade. Meanwhile-

Alana heads intently toward a CLOSED DOOR deeper in the 
warehouse. Goth Girl leaps down from the steel rafters and 
lands with an EARTHSHAKING THUD behind Alana. 
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She produces TWO LONG, CURVED KNIVES and hurls one straight 
at Alana’s head. Without turning to look, Alana moves her 
head quickly to the side as the blade ZINGS by in SLOMO - so 
close it cuts a piece of her hair and embeds itself in the 
DOOR.

GOTH GIRL
Off limits, priss.

Alana turns to face her attacker while-

The Vagrant continues his ferocious assault, when suddenly, 
Julian pulls a hard black-flip - bringing his BOOT crashing 
up into the Vagrant’s red beard and sending him flying across 
the room.

Alana whips out a SHORT GLEAMING BLADE as Goth Girl attacks. 
They ping-pong around the warehouse trading blows in a 
gravity-defying exchange - SPARKS FLY EVERYWHERE. Alana 
suddenly turns, runs partially up a STEEL GIRDER and kicks 
off and over Goth Girl - landing right behind her. Before she 
can turn around, Alana plants a powerful FRONT KICK into her 
back and blows her face-first into a wall. CRACK! The BRICKS 
CRUMBLE where she hits. Goth Girl struggles to extract 
herself as-

Large Punk emerges from the rubble across the warehouse as 
the Vagrant shakes himself off and THROWS A SIGNAL. They 
viciously attack Julian from two sides - the Vagrant with the 
blade and the Large Punk throwing blazing fast kicks with his 
RAZOR-EDGED BOOTS. Julian makes a series of incredible moves, 
simultaneously avoiding the boots and the blade. Julian 
skillfully deflects another kick from the Large Punk - 
spinning him back on the Vagrant and SLASHING him across the 
throat with the RAZOR-EDGED BOOT - relieving the Vagrant of 
his head. BLACK OOZE spurts from the NECK-HOLE as the body 
disintegrates in a mix of FIERY EMBERS and BLACK VAPOR.

Julian recoils at the stench while-

Large Punk drops to his knees and claws at the embers. 

The HEAD rolls to a stop at Goth Girl’s feet and slowly 
SIZZLES. She lets out a horrible SHRIEK.

LARGE PUNK
You’ve just unleashed hell on 
earth.

ALANA
Where is Sylvia?

A moment. Then-
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GOTH GIRL
Ask them.

The camera pulls back to reveal-

Three more ARCHON THUGS emerging from the shadows deeper in 
the warehouse - one is UNUSUALLY LARGE and another has 
pronounced ALIEN features partially obscured by a hood. The 
third appears to be a freaky-looking YOUNG BOY. 

Two more ARCHONS step through the front door - a TALL GIRL 
and a REPTILIAN-LOOKING MAN. The two Irin are well 
outnumbered.

Large Punk cranks his head toward them with a MANIACAL GRIN-

LARGE PUNK
It’s useless. You can’t stop what’s 
coming. The time of the Archon is 
here!

An OMINOUS HUM begins to rise from the new arrivals. And then-

From every angle, the Archons swarm Alana and Julian in a 
trail of BLACK VAPOR. They remain oddly still. The inevitable 
moment arrives-

WHEN Julian and Alana calmly take a small step backward and 
simply WINK OUT through a strange ATMOSPHERIC BURBLE. The 
advancing Archons practically slam into each other as the two 
vanish into the-

SHADOW-REALM - SAME

Julian and Alana have not moved. They stand facing each other 
inside the SHADOW-REALM - a strange VISUAL DISTORTION 
separates them from the confused Archons. Still in the 
warehouse but somehow not - the ground is transparent beneath 
the two and the colors outside the curtain are muted. A 
single tear drops from Alana’s eye-

ALANA
We’ve lost Sylvia.

JULIAN
We have to activate the twelve. The 
new synaxis must be formed, now.

EXT. GREEN HILL - DAY

The camera flies at the back of the man sitting on the hill. 
The setting is so surreal -
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JULIAN (O.S.)
They’re the only ones who can re-
open the portal.

The camera slows and circles around in front of the man. 
PATRICK(31) stares blankly at the incredible surroundings as 
if lost in a dream. His EYES slowly close - BLACK

SHADOW REALM - CONTINUOUS

Alana NODS as the camera pulls back and A PAIR OF MASSIVE 
WINGS materialize on each Irin! Flaring their wings, they 
BURST THROUGH THE CURTAIN into a BLAZING TUNNEL OF LIGHT and 
arrive in-

IONA - CONTINUOUS

They stop and hover for a moment over the same GREEN HILL, 
the scene is no less beautiful but now much less surreal. 
Patrick is no longer there - only the ancient stone structure 
of the Iona Abbey below.

JULIAN
Has Columba’s descendant responded 
to the dream?

Alana looks knowingly at Julian...

EXT. FERRY DECK - DAY

Close on Patrick, dozing in a DECK CHAIR. A FRIENDLY VOICE 
interrupts the dream-

FRIENDLY VOICE (O.C.)
Where are you heading, friend?

Patrick’s EYES POP OPEN. He blinks in the glare of the mid-
day sun -

PATRICK
Iona.

A BRILLIANT LIGHT overtakes the screen and FLASHES TO WHITE-

SUPER: IONA then, SEASON ONE

THE END
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